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Complement Your Unbreakable Hitachi Vantara Virtual Storage Platform One Solutions with Assurances and Guarantees

Modern Storage Assurance future-proofs Hitachi Vantara’s Virtual Storage Platform (VSP One) by adding next-generation technologies without data migrations.

**Our Modern Storage Assurance for your VSP One solutions**

You can count on Hitachi Vantara’s Modern Storage Assurance to drive your company towards success without downtime. It eliminates complex planning, purchase, installation, and migration cycles that regularly occur when moving to next-generation technology, allowing you to shift your focus to business innovation.

The Modern Storage Assurance is available for VSP One block, file, and object storage solutions.

**Refresh Technology Without Data Migrations or Interruptions**

Our Modern Storage Assurance offers a future upgrade to next-generation technologies with new capabilities for your VSP One solution. Everything happens without data migrations, so your databases, applications, and users can continue working.

**Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) with 100% Investment Protection**

Protect 100% of your VSP One investment with our Modern Storage Assurance. It uniquely adds, rather than replaces, VSP One components to your existing storage. You continue using all your infrastructure without having to remove current components and reconfigure storage. Our Modern Storage Assurance provides a path to the future of storage without the need to repurchase the capacity that you already own.

**Portfolio of VSP One Assurances & Guarantees**

The world’s top businesses trust Hitachi Vantara with their data. Our VSP One Assurances and Guarantees are a big reason why.

- The Modern Storage Assurance future-proofs your investments by delivering additional years of optimized storage.
- The 100% Data Availability Guarantee keeps data continuously accessible by databases, applications, and users.
- The Effective Capacity Guarantee lowers the total cost of ownership by increasing the data capacity of infrastructure.

**Minimizes Electronic Waste to Support Sustainability and ESG Initiatives**

There’s no reason to rip and replace components with our Modern Storage Assurance, so your business won’t be unnecessarily creating and disposing of electronic waste. You can continue using your original and next-generation VSP One infrastructure for as long as you choose. Also, you will never need to run separate old and new infrastructure in parallel to migrate data.
**Refresh your VSP One Solutions When You Are Ready**

You not only get reliable and resilient storage to accelerate your digital business today, but when you are ready in the future, our Modern Storage Assurance upgrades your VSP One by adding new controllers. This modernizes your VSP One infrastructure by introducing future technologies and capabilities.
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**About Hitachi Vantara**

Hitachi Vantara is transforming the way data fuels innovation. A wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd., we’re the data foundation the world’s leading innovators rely on. Through data storage, infrastructure systems, cloud management and digital expertise, we build the foundation for sustainable business growth.